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Abstract: This paper presents a cost optimal model of electric vehicle taxi systems based on the
cost of electric vehicle taxi companies, charging or battery swap stations, passengers’ time, and
emission costs. Considering the requirement of meeting passengers’ travel demands, an electric taxi
demand model using transportation elasticity is formulated to optimize the number of electric taxis.
The electric taxi demand model constitutes the measure of electric taxis, the cruise range, the amount
of charging or battery swap stations, and other related factors. Simultaneously, to meet the charging
requirements of electric taxis, a layout optimal model of EVSE (electric vehicle supply equipment) is
designed using a Voronoi polygon method aimed at the cost of charging or battery swap stations
and the range cost for changing. Finally, these aforementioned models are mixed to calculate the
scale of electric taxis, the allocation of vehicle models, the optimizing level, and the site distribution
of charging or battery swap stations. The key findings include the following: (1) the cost of the
BEV(battery electric vehicle) taxi system is lower in the charging model than in the battery swap
model, (2) the cost of the PHEV taxi system is lower than the BEV taxi system in the charging model,
(3) in the Tongzhou District of Beijing, five charging or battery swap stations required being found to
meet the charging demands of 5557 BEVs in the charging model or 5316 BEVs in the battery swap
model, (4) according to the passengers’ travel demands and traffic conditions in Tongzhou, the BEV’s
cruise range ought to be 250 km and BEV’s battery capacity should be 42.5 kW, the price of PHEV
should be under 24,000 RMB and the electric-powered cruise range needs to be under 100 km, the
daily operating time of EVs is around 16 h and the daily operating range is controlled under 380 km,
and (5) a carbon tax is suggested to be imposed on ICEVs but the price should be under 20 RMB
per ton.

Keywords: electric vehicle taxi; system optimization; layout of EVSE sites; passengers’
travel demands

1. Introduction

With increasing support of national policy, the domestic electric taxi scale has been expanding.
Until October 2015, the total number of electric taxis has reached 7526 [1]. Several influential factors,
such as methods of electric energy supply, charging time, and charging distance, must be considered,
particularly on electric taxis. These factors are closely related to passengers’ traveling needs, charging
facilities layout, the scale of electric taxis, vehicle performance, etc., indicating that the electric taxi
operating system is quite complex. Therefore, it is necessary to seek an optimization for electric taxi
system design, which can meet passengers’ travel demands, reduce the operating cost of electric taxi
system, and improve the utilization rate of charging facilities.
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2. Literature Review

In the past several years, researchers around the world have studied taxis, concentrating more
on the path planning, travel demand calculation, forecast of taxis’ quantity, operational economic
benefits, and so on. In the 1980s, Daganzo [2], University of California, proposed an optimization
model of public transport system to predict the average waiting time of public transport and ride
time. Seyed Mohammad Nourbakhsh [3] proposed a flexible route bus system model, which means
that buses do not have fixed stops, allowing passengers to enter and leave from buses within a
limited range. It has very similar characteristics to the taxi operating model. Douglas [4], De vany [5],
Shrieber [6], and other researchers calculated the scale of taxis with the assumption that the taxi
demand and supply is evenly distributed among particular day. Salanova [7] and Schaller [8] adopted
the economic model to project the number of taxis in the cost-optimal cases. Tommy Carpenter [9]
analyzed the investment and benefits of electric taxis from the perspective of electric taxi operators.
Nakul Sathaye [10] calculated the operational economic benefits of the electric taxi system with the
aim of minimizing the total cost of passengers, taxis, and charging stations under the assumption that
demand and supply are evenly distributed.

There are many research projects in the field of traditional taxis focused on aspects of prediction
on the scale of electric taxis, supply and demand balance research, service pricing, operation mode,
etc. Research on electric taxis, in contrast, is mainly focused on business models, operating income,
service pricing, and charging facilities optimization. By contrast, very few studies are conducted on
the synthesis of electric taxi systems including parameters such as passengers, electric taxis, charging,
or battery swap stations. Lu Jian and Wang Wei [11] proposed a method for forecasting the number of
urban taxis. According to the taxi unloaded ratio, the average vehicle operating speed, the effective
mileage, and average daily operating time, the number of taxis of current time and of a certain year can
be predicted. Through an analysis of taxi drivers and passengers, Zhang Ying, Chen Zhan [12], and
others calculated a reasonable taxi starting price, encouraging drivers to choose the shortest route to
send passengers. Using the cash flow method and value chain theory, Cai Yixin and Wang Hewu [13]
gave an analysis of two business models, which are electric taxi’s fast charge mode in Shenzhen and
fast battery swap mode in the Hangzhou cities of China. Guo Ying’s [14] financial analysis shows
that one necessary condition of electric taxi projects is whether the electric taxi has enough operating
time, in which the shift operation time should be at least 10 h. Based on the whole life cycle cost
model, the cost of charging or battery swap stations is included in the operating cost of the electric
taxi system. The total operating cost of electric taxis and traditional taxis is analyzed and compared
as well. Guided by the going-rate pricing method and supported by the break-even analysis method,
Gong Zaiyan [15] established Shanghai electric taxi service prices. According to vehicle purchasing cost,
vehicle using cost, drivers’ salary, and vehicle operating income, Wang Ning [16] and Fu Gangzhan
established the electric taxis’ evaluation model of full life-cycle economic benefits. In addition, under
the three following conditions: the rise of electricity price, the rise of gasoline price, and the drop of
battery price, they analyzed the service price of the electric taxis. Zhang Di [17] established the electric
taxi charging station service system model using the queuing theory, and constructed the optimal
model of electric taxi charging piles, with the minimum cost of charging station service systems, as the
objective function.

3. The Costs and Optimization Goal of Electric Taxi System

The main players behind the electric taxi system include the government, charging infrastructure
operators, charging infrastructure suppliers, electric power companies, OEMs, and also component
suppliers, battery suppliers, electric taxi companies, drivers, and passengers, as shown in Figure 1.
The total costs of the system are shown from the perspective of different actors (see Table 1).
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This paper aims to design a more reasonable electric system where passengers can get anywhere 
they need to and the vehicles can be timely charged with the objective of minimizing the total costs 
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carbon emission cost. This entails optimizing the scale of electric taxis, vehicle allocation, quantity, 
and the locations of charging or battery swap stations. The optimization method and process are 
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Figure 1. The participants, actors, and relations of electric taxi systems.

Table 1. The cost structure of electric taxi systems.

Participants Expenses Revenues

Electric taxi companies
Costs of car buying and maintenance,

drivers’ wages and benefits and companies’
daily operating costs

Subsidies for car buying and
operating and for contracting fees

Battery swap stations Costs of station construction and equipment
maintenance and other daily expenses

Subsidies for station construction
and operating and for charging fees

Passengers Ticket fares and time cost

The government Subsidies for electric taxis and charging
facilities

Electric power companies Costs of power generation and electric
network transformation Power sales revenue

OEMs and parts suppliers Manufacturing cost Vehicle sales revenue

The cost of the electric taxi system in this paper covers the costs of electric-powered taxi companies,
charging or battery swap stations, and passengers’ waiting times with those of the government, electric
power companies, OEMs, and component suppliers temporarily excluded. In addition, the carbon
emission cost of electric taxis is also taken into account in this paper as a way to display the beneficial
emission reduction brought by the electric vehicles. A more complete cost system has taken shape.

This paper aims to design a more reasonable electric system where passengers can get anywhere
they need to and the vehicles can be timely charged with the objective of minimizing the total costs
of electric-powered taxi companies, charging or battery swap stations, passengers’ time cost, and
carbon emission cost. This entails optimizing the scale of electric taxis, vehicle allocation, quantity, and
the locations of charging or battery swap stations. The optimization method and process are shown
in Figure 2.
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4. The Optimal Design Model of Electric Vehicle Taxi System

The four unique taxi types, drive-ICEV, HEV, PHEV, and BEV, are chosen to make the comparison
and analysis of their system costs.

The following are the assumptions of the research focus:
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(1) The passengers’ travel demands change from time to time. The number of taxis allocated in this
paper is based on the passengers’ demands for travel in rush hours.

(2) Drivers for hire regularly pick up passengers who are nearest to them in order to increase their
frequency of picking up passengers.

(3) Passengers can ask for taxi services either by waving their hands on the street or using
taxi-locating Apps on their phones.

(4) Not considering the temporary traffic jam conditions, an assumption is made that the vehicles
travel at a uniform speed in the whole operating area.

(5) Drivers always look for passengers in the least competitive area, i.e., the areas with the lowest
density of cars for hire, but other driving behaviors are not taken into account.

Aimed at achieving the minimum total cost of electric vehicle taxi systems, and the realization of
an optimal design model of electric vehicle taxi systems, this paper does not take into consideration
the profit situations of vehicle taxis or the charging or battery swap stations.

4.1. The Cost Optimal Model of Electric Vehicle Taxi Systems

The cost of electric vehicle taxi systems can be divided into the four following units: the cost of
electric vehicle taxi companies, the cost of charging or battery swap stations, the cost of passengers’
time, and the cost of emission. The cost of charging or battery swap stations is not included in the cost
accounting of ICEV and HEV. Due to the fact that the cost of passengers’ travel is measured in hours,
all the costs mentioned in this paper will be converted to and measured uniformly in a similar way.

(1) The cost of electric vehicle taxi companies

The cost of electric vehicle taxi companies includes two sections. The first is the cost of energy
consumption and taxis maintenance, both of which are related to the taxi’s travel distance, called the
distance cost. The second one is the cost of the company’s daily operation and taxi depreciation, both
of which are related to time, thus we call it the cost of operating hours.

The operating cost of ICEV, HEV, and PHEV taxi companies can be calculated with the
following equations:

ZTC = ωQ M
dQ + [1− γ] ∗ dD + dI

T
+ ωM M (1)

M = MQ + ME (2)

T = b1 + b2 +
dQ

v
+ [1− γ] ∗ dD

v
+

dI
vI

(3)

In the formula, ZTC is the cost of electric vehicle taxi companies, and its unit is hour. ωQ is the
factor of distance cost, and its unit is h2/( km ∗ one car ). ωM is the factor of cost of operating time,
and its unit is hour/one car. M is the total number of taxis and its unit is the numbers of cars. MQ is
the number of cars carrying passengers and its unit is the number of cars. ME is the number of cars
for hire and its unit is the number of cars. T is the time spent in carrying one passenger and its unit
is hour. dQ is the distance of carrying passengers and its unit is km. dD is the distance of picking up
passengers and its unit is km. dI is the cruising distance and its unit is km. γ is the percentage of
passengers waving their hands on the street for taking cars. b1 is the time of getting on a car and its
unit is hour. b2 is the time of getting off a car and its unit is hour. v is the average travel speed of
carrying passengers or picking up passengers, and its unit is km/h. vI is the average travel speed of
cruising and its unit is km/h.

The factor of distance cost ωQ is:

ωQ =
$Q f + $Qm

Λ ∗ $P
(4)
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In this formula, $Q f is the costs for vehicle fuel and its unit is RMB/km. $Qm is the costs for
vehicle maintenance and its unit is RMB/km. $P is the value of per hour (per capita GDP/the average
working hour annually), and its unit is RMB/h. Λ means the passengers’ travel demand and its unit is
one person*one time/h.

The factor of cost of operation time ωM is:

ωM =
$M0 + $M1

Λ ∗ $P
(5)

In this formula, $M0 is the daily operating cost of the companies and its unit is RMB/h. $M1 means
the taxis depreciation and its unit is RMB/h.

The operating cost for BEV taxi company is:

ZTC = ωQ M
d
T
+ ωM M (6)

M = MQ + ME + MC (7)

T = N
[

b1 + b2 +
dQ

v
+ [1− γ] ∗ dD

v

]
+ N

[
dC
Nv

+
dI
vI

]
+

[
b3 +

dC
v

]
(8)

d = N
[
dQ + [1− γ] ∗ dD + dI

]
+ 2 ∗ dC (9)

In this formula, T is the total amount of time spent in rooms for charging or swapping batteries
twice (including the time for charging and swapping battery) and its unit is hour. MC is the number
of vehicles for charging. N is the amount of serving numbers for carrying passengers in rooms for
charging or swapping batteries. d is the driving range of electric vehicle taxis and its unit is km. dC is
the distance for charging and its unit is km. b3 is the time for charging or swapping batteries and its
unit is hour.

(2) The cost of charging or battery swap stations.

The cost of charging or battery swap stations includes two subparts. The first is the construction
cost of charging or battery swap stations, centering on construction, power distribution system, and
monitoring communication system. The second is the construction cost of the charging potential or
battery swap potential, centering on charging equipment, and battery replacement system. ICEV and
HEV do not need to charge. Both of the construction costs of charging or battery swap stations and the
construction costs of charging potential or battery swap potential are zero, and the construction cost of
charging or battery swap stations is shown in Figure 3.

The cost of charging or battery swap stations of BEV:

ZCS=ωYY + ωCC (10)

C =
MC ∗ b3

b3 +
dC
v

(11)

In this formula, ZCS is the cost of charging or battery swap stations and its unit is h. ωY is the factor
of the cost of charging or battery swap stations and its unit is h/each station. ωC is the factor of the
construction cost of charging potential or battery swap potential and its unit is h/each potential. Y is
the number of charging or battery swap stations. C is the number of charging potentials or battery
swap potentials.

The factor of the cost of charging or battery swap station ωY is:

ωY =
$Y0j + $Y1j

Λ ∗ $P
(12)
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In this formula, $Y0j is the fixed construction cost of charging or battery swap stations and its unit
is RMB/(h*one station). $Y1j is the variable construction cost of charging or battery swap stations and
its unit is RMB/(h*one station).

The fixed cost is the construction cost, which belongs to the primary input-cost. The variable
cost represents the expenses on equipment maintenance and protection, staff salaries, and
ordinary expenditures.

The factor of the construction cost of charging potential or battery swap potential ωC is:

ωC =
$C0j + $C1j

Λ ∗ $P
(13)

In this formula, $C0j is the fixed construction cost of charging potential or battery swap potential
and its unit is RMB/(h*one potential). $C1j is the variable construction cost of charging potential or
battery swap potential and its unit is RMB/(h*one potential).
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The cost of charging stations of PHEV:
PHEV, with fewer demands of charging intensity and without any fixed charging time, only needs

to be charged once a day. To cut the cost of constructing stations and to improve the utilization rate
of charging stations, this paper makes the assumptions that there is only one charging station for
PHEV within the taxi’s service area and the quantity demands for charging potentials is 5% of the total
number of vehicles.

ZCS = ωYY + ωC M ∗ 5% (14)

(3) Time cost of passengers

The time cost of passengers’ travel is the cost of waiting time, and the time for taking a taxi is the
same for each type of vehicle, thus it is excluded.

(4) Carbon emission cost

Based on the type of GREET, this paper calculates the carbon dioxide emissions of “Well to Wheel,
from oil well to vehicle wheel”, thus getting the carbon dioxide emissions directly and indirectly
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brought by vehicles [18]. “WTW” from oil well to vehicle wheel includes two phases: the first is from
oil well to oil pump (WTP), and the second is from oil pump to vehicle wheel (PTW). The “WTP” is the
first phase for the upstream production of fuels, including the exploration, transportation, production,
distribution, storage, and filling process of fuels. The “PTW” is the second phase of the downstream
stage for the fuel usage by vehicles.

The carbon emission cost of ICEV and HEV is calculated using the following:

ZE = ωF M
dQ + [1− γ] ∗ dD + dI

T
(15)

In this formula, ZE is carbon emission cost and its unit is h. ωF is the factor of the cost of fuel
carbon emission and its unit is h2/( km ∗ one car).

The factor of the cost of fuel carbon emission ωF is:

ωF =
C f ∗ $C ∗ EC

Λ ∗ $P
(16)

In this formula, C f is the fuel carbon emission value and its unit is ton/L. $C is the carbon trading
value and its unit is RMB/ton. EC is the energy consumption that vehicles spent per km and its unit is
L/km or kWh/km.

Carbon emission cost of PHEV:
PHEV consumes two kind of energy: gasoline and electric energy, which should be divided to

calculate the amount of carbon emission.

ZE = ωE M
(
dQ + [1− γ] ∗ dD + dI

)
∗ α

T
+ ωF M

(dQ + [1− γ] ∗ dD + dI) ∗ (1− α)

T
(17)

α =
[dP ∗ T][

Tt ∗
(

dQ + [1− γ] ∗ dD + dI +
2dC
Nt

)] (18)

In this formula, ωE is the factor of the cost of electric energy carbon emission and its unit is
h2/( km ∗ one car).α is the ratio of driving distance of PHEV in electric energy to the total driving
distance. dP is the driving range of PHEV in electric energy and its unit is km. Tt is the cumulative
time that taxis travel each day and its unit is h. Nt is the number of times for carrying passengers of
PHEV each day and its unit is time.

The factor of the cost of electric energy carbon emission ωE is:

ωE =
Ce ∗ $C ∗ EC

Λ ∗ $P
(19)

In this formula, Ce is the value of electric energy carbon emission and its unit is ton/kWh.
The cost of BEV carbon emission:

ZE = ωE M
d
T

(20)

4.2. The Demand Model of Electric Vehicle Taxi

In this paper, flexible transportation model is used to find out the number of electric taxis are
needed. Considering that the urban area is square (or round) in the context of elastic transport model
and assumed that the empty vehicle in operation is in a stable density state, that is, the passengers’
travel demand in the system is equal to the empty car rate as well as the rate of carrying passengers,
thus we can use the smallest number of taxis to meet the passengers’ travel needs of the whole city.
Thus the following equation is obtained:

Λ = ΛE = ΛF (21)
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In the formula, Λ is the passengers’ travel demand, ΛE is the empty car rate, ΛF means rate of
cars with passengers, and their unit is: one person*one time/h.

(1) The demand model of ICEV, HEV, and PHEV taxis

There is no limitation to the driving range of HEV and PHEV, which means they are the same
as ICEV. Therefore, the demand model of all of the three can be expressed with the same equation.

The empty car rate of taxis is equal to the number of empty cars divided by the driving time of
empty cars:

ΛE =
ME
dI
vI

(22)

The taxi’s rate of carrying passengers is equal to the number of cars carrying passengers divided
by the driving time of cars carrying passengers. The driving time of cars carrying passengers consists
of four parts: on-board time, get off time, pick-up time (pick-up distance divided by pick-up speed),
and the time of carrying passengers (distance of carrying passengers divided by speed of carrying
passengers). Since there is little difference between the speed of picking up passengers and that
of carrying passengers, the average speed of carrying passengers is calculated in this paper via
the following:

ΛF =
MQ

b1 + b2 +
dQ
v + [1− γ] ∗ dD

v

(23)

According to the fact that passengers’ travel demands are equal to the empty car rate of taxis and
the car rate of carrying passengers, we can draw the following conclusion:

Λ =
ME
dI
vI

=
MQ

b1 + b2 +
dQ
v + [1− γ] ∗ dD

v

(24)

(2) The demand model of BEV taxis

Because the driving time of BEV empty cars includes the driving time and cruising time of
departing from charging or battery swap stations, the empty car rate of BEV equals to:

ΛE =
ME

dC
Nv + dI

vI

(25)

The calculation method of car rate of carrying passengers of BEV is the same as that of ICEV:

ΛF =
MQ

b1 + b2 +
dQ
v + [1− γ] ∗ dD

v

(26)

Simultaneously, in order to keep the empty vehicle in a stable density state, it is necessary to
ensure that the vehicles for charging or battery swap stations can fill up the vehicles leaving the
charging or battery swap station in time, that is, the charging or battery swap rate is equal to the empty
car rate. The charging or battery swap rate is equal to the number of cars of charging or battery swap
divided by the average time, which was distributed by the total time of charging or battery swap to
each passenger service:

ΛE = ΛC/S =
MC

1
N ∗

[
dC
v + b3

] (27)

In this formula, ΛC/S is the rate of charging and battery swap and its unit is one
person*one time/h.
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According to the elastic transportation model, it is evident that passengers’ travel demand is equal
to the empty car rate, the rate of carrying passengers, and the rate of car charging and battery swap:

Λ =
ME

dC
Nv + dI

vI

=
MQ

b1 + b2 +
dQ
v + [1− γ] ∗ dD

v

=
MC

1
N ∗

[
dC
v + b3

] (28)

According to the number of empty cars, we can get the average spacing of empty cars:

dE = ε

√
A

ME
(29)

In this formula, dE is the average spacing of empty cars and its unit is km. ε is the coefficient
of non-linear roads, and different roads have different values from the Internet [19]. A is the whole
serving area of the taxis, which is the city area and its unit is km2.

According to what is mentioned in the literature [20], the average waiting time of passengers
follows the exponential distribution P(∆t) = 1

λ e−
1
λ ∆t and the pick-up speed equals the speed of

carrying passengers, both of which are constants, so the distance of picking up passengers also abides
by the exponential distribution. The average waiting time for passengers is almost the same as the
interval of the appearance of two empty vehicles [21]. According to the average intervals between the
empty vehicles, the mathematical expectation of picking up passengers is:

E(dD) = λ =
1
2

ε

√
A

ME
(30)

The distance of carrying passengers has nothing to do with the type of vehicle but is rather
decided by the trip distance of residence. So in this paper, the distance of carrying passengers is
acquired according to data of actual survey.

By combining Equation (21) and Equation (28), we can obtain the cruising distance is:

dI =
vME[d− 2dC]/[dCΛ]− dQ − [1− γ] ∗ dD

1 + v[d− 2dC]/[dCvI ]
(31)

4.3. The Optimal Design Model of Charging Facilities of Electric Vehicle Taxi

The charging spots of electric vehicle taxis are usually in the vicinity of the intersection of the
road network. In this paper we assume that charging demands occur in the near of the road network
in the nearest road network intersection. Considering that the number of electric vehicle taxis is fixed,
the number of average daily charging times of the city is:

NC = M
CT

∑
k = 1

kPk (32)

In this formula, NC represents the total daily charging times of cities and its unit is one
car*one time/one day. Pk is the probabilities by charging k times. CT is the highest frequency
that one car can get charged in one day and its unit is one car*one time/one day.

Combined with the operating range of electric vehicle taxis, the intersection of the operating
range is selected to serve as the charging demand point, where CP

j (j = 1, 2, 3 ..., n) is the charging
demand point j. According to the proportion of traffic flow at each intersection to the total traffic flow
ratio of the entire electric vehicle taxi operating range, we get the average number of daily charging at
each intersection:

Rj = NC
Qj

∑n
k = 1 Qk

(33)
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In this formula, Rj is the number of average daily charging at the charging demand point CP
j and

its unit is one car*one time/one day. Qj is the total traffic flow in all directions of the intersection at the
charging demand point CP

j , in which j = 1, 2, 3 . . . , n, and its unit is the number of cars/day.
Voronoi diagram is an important algorithm in GIS spatial analysis. It successfully solves the

problem of finding the nearest point and shortest path of charts in computers. The principle of the
Voronoi diagram can be described as the distance from the arbitrary point in the Voronoi diagram
polygon to the center point of the Voronoi diagram polygon if it is shorter than the distance of any
other point to the center of the Voronoi diagram polygon. The center point is the generatrix of the
Voronoi diagram polygon, and the generatrix of each space corresponds to one single Voronoi diagram
polygon [22].

Definition: In a two-dimensional Euclidean plane, when the discrete point set
W = (O1, O2, . . . ., On), n ≥ 3, we will get:

V(Oi) =
{

x ∈ V(Oi) ‖ d(x, Oi) ≤ d
(

x, Oj
)
, j, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j 6= i

}
(34)

In this formula, the distribution of d(x, Oi) and d
(
x, Oj

)
is the Euclidean distance that any point

X is to points Oi and Oj and its unit is km. In addition, the given plane segmentation can be expressed
as a Voronoi diagram, with Oi being the generatrix.

This property of Voronoi diagrams is similar to the concept of the charging service range of electric
vehicle taxis [23]. In the urban road network, the collection of charging and battery swap stations of
electric vehicle taxis can be seen as a discrete point, which is the generatrix, on the plane. As a result,
we can draw the Voronoi diagram and achieve the full segmentation of the charging service scope.
Therefore, the distance of any charging demand point in some charging service scope to the charging
and battery swap stations is shorter than that to any other charging and battery swap stations. As for
the driver, the only way to decrease the charging distance and time spent in the charging distance
to the charging and battery swap stations, corresponded with the charging demand point when the
charging demand is generated in a certain charging demand point.

According to the distribution of the charge demand points, it is possible to determine the Voronoi
diagram, which considers the charging and battery swap stations as the generatrix, and further
determines the charging demand point in each charging service scope VY(Ci). It is stipulated that when
the charging demand point CP

j generates the charging demand, it can only go to the corresponding
charge and battery swap station Ci. In order to better determine the spatial distribution and the service
scope of charging facilities, an optimal design model of charging facilities, taking the distance cost
of drives and the cost of charging and battery swap stations as the objective function, is established,
based on the location planning of charging facilities in the Voronoi diagram, that is, the optimization
of the distance cost and the charging and battery swap station cost of the costs of the taxi company
in Section 4.1.

The charging distance of electric vehicle taxis:

dC =

[
∑Y

i = 1 ∑n
j = 1 tij ∗ dij

n

]
∗ ε (35)

In this formula, dij means the Euclidean distance between charging demand point CP
j and the

charging and battery swap station Ci and its unit is km.

4.4. The Optimal Design Model of Electric Vehicle Taxi Systems

Based on meeting passengers’ travel demands and the charging demand, this model is intended
to calculate the number of empty trucks, passenger cars, storage battery cars, and charging and battery
swap stations that should be configured in the whole electric vehicle taxi system, and to determine
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the location of the charging and battery swap station. Through constant optimization, we hope to
minimize the total cost of the electric vehicle taxi system.

The objective function optimized in this paper is the minimum cost of electric vehicle taxi systems,
and the equation of the objective function is:

Min Z = ZTC + ZCS + ZU + ZE = ωQ M
d
T
+ ωM M + ωYY + ωCC +

dD
v

+ ωE M
d
T

(36)

ωQ =
$Q f + $Qm

Λ ∗ $P
(37)

ωM =
$M0 + $M1

Λ ∗ $P
(38)

ωY =
$Y0j + $Y1j

Λ ∗ $P
(39)

ωC =
$C0j + $C1j

Λ ∗ $P
(40)

ωE =
Ce ∗ $C ∗ EC

Λ ∗ $P
(41)

M = MQ + ME + MC (42)

Λ =
ME

dC
Nv + dI

vI

=
MQ

b1 + b2 +
dQ
v + [1− γ] ∗ dD

v

=
MC

1
N ∗

[
dC
v + b3

] (43)

T = N
[

b1 + b2 +
dQ

v
+ [1− γ] ∗ dD

v

]
+ N

[
dC
Nv

+
dI
vI

]
+

[
b3 +

dC
v

]
(44)

C =
MC ∗ b3

b3 +
dC
v

(45)

d = N
[
dQ + [1− γ] ∗ dD + dI

]
+ 2 ∗ dC (46)

dD =
1
2

ε

√
A

ME
(47)

dI =
vME[d− 2dC]/[dCΛ]− dQ − [1− γ] ∗ dD

1 + v[d− 2dC]/[dCvI ]
(48)

dC =

[
∑Y

i = 1 ∑n
j = 1 tij ∗ dij

n

]
∗ ε (49)

By simplifying Equations (37)–(49) into Equation (36), we can obtain the simplified objective
function, which only contains the two variables ME and Y. The other parameters are already known.
In order to get the design of electric vehicle taxi systems with minimum cost, what is needed is
to constantly optimize the number of empty cars, charging and battery swap stations, and the
station locations.

The way to get the objective function of ICEV, HEV, and PHEV, is the same as that of BEV taxi,
and their variables are also ME and Y after simplification, thus we do not list them here.

5. Case Application

In this section, we will get the design of the electric vehicle taxi systems of the Tongzhou District
of Beijing city, which is taken as an example in this study, and the model acquired using Matlab
software programming.
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5.1. Input of Model Parameter

In 2014, the Tongzhou District had a population of 1.356 million in terms of the permanent resident
population, of which the household population was 705,000. According to the Statistical Information
Network of Beijing, the total GDP of Tongzhou District in 2014 was 54.89086 Billion RMB, and its per
capita of GDP is 77,859 RMB, and therefore, the value of per unit time is 26.66 RMB/h (working 8 h a
day, 365 days/year).

Passengers’ travel demand Λ

At the end of 2010, the average daily travel volume of Beijing was 20.94 million, of which taxis
accounted for 6.6% of the total [24]. The average speed of the motor vehicle at 6:00am–23:45pm is
about 28.5 km/h. In September 2010, according to the fourth city comprehensive traffic survey of
Beijing (46,900 households within the sixth ring road), the travel intensity of Beijing residents was
2.82 times/one person*one day.

According to the statistics of the fifth comprehensive traffic survey in Shanghai [25], the
mathematical expectation distance of carrying passengers of taxis in Shanghai, after calculation,
is 6.9 km. Both Shanghai and Beijing are megalopolises, and there is little difference between traffic
development and residents travel distance. Therefore, the distance of carrying the passengers of taxis
in Shanghai can be taken as that of the Tongzhou District.

Most of the urban fuel type taxis are 24 h in operation, but most passengers come from the 13 h,
that is from 6:30 am to 19:30 pm, which focuses on 90% of the total passengers in the whole day [26–28].
Therefore, the calculation of the number of taxis should be based on the quantity that meets 90% of the
daytime travel. The travel demand of passengers for choosing taxis in Tongzhou District is:

Λ = 135.6× 10000× 2.82× 6.6%× 90%÷ 13 = 17472 p ∗ t/h (50)

Charging demand point CP
j

According to the main structure of the Tongzhou road network, we selected 20 charging demand
points [29], as shown in Figure 4. The latitude and longitude coordinates and traffic flow of each
charging demand point are shown in Table 2. The number of charging potential of each charging
station is equal to the ratio of the whole times of charging of the charging demand point in the areas of
this station to the whole charging times in the taxi operating area, and multiplied by the total number
of charging potentials.
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Table 2. Charging demand point, longitude, latitude, and traffic flow.

Charging Demand Point Longitude Latitude Traffic Flow (the Number of Cars/One Day)

1 116.6306 39.9049 338
2 116.6104 39.9236 376
3 116.6367 39.9182 405
4 116.6378 39.9056 434
5 116.6499 39.9209 444
6 116.6517 39.9069 382
7 116.6517 39.8913 321
8 116.6552 39.8624 322
9 116.6569 39.899 339
10 116.6615 39.8839 426
11 116.6696 39.8774 338
12 116.6701 39.9078 422
13 116.6721 39.8912 337
14 116.6749 39.8723 439
15 116.6813 39.9205 352
16 116.6876 39.8846 329
17 116.6891 39.8687 338
18 116.6900 39.9156 392
19 116.6928 39.9057 371
20 116.6941 39.8932 353

The Cost of the Taxi Company ZTC

This paper chooses four kinds of cars as research objects: Hyundai Elantra (ICEV), Changan
Jiexun (HEV), BYD Qin (PHEV), and BAIC EV200 (BEV), and their reference data and prices are shown
in Table 3. The charging taxi and changing-battery taxi both use BAIC EC200 as research objects.
Since 2013, the operation period of taxis in Beijing reached six years, which means that the depreciation
period of the taxi in Beijing is six years since then.

Table 3. Reference data and prices.

Vehicle Type
ICEV HEV PHEV BEV

Hyundai Elantra
(Model 1.6) Changan Jiexun 09 BYD Qin 15

(New Flagship) BAIC EV200 15

Overall Dimensions
(length*width*height) (mm) 4545*1725*1425 4445*1766*1640 4740*1770*1480 4025*1720*1503

Wheelbase (mm) 2610 2710 2670 2500
Curb Mass (kg) 1250 1501 1720 1295

Max Speed (km/h) 187 160 185 125
Displacement (L) 1.6 1.5 1.5 -

Energy Consumption
(L or kWh/100 km) 6.9 6.8 1.6 15

Motor Rated Power (kW) - 10 40 27

Battery Type - NI-MH Battery LEP Battery Li (Ni Co Mn)
Battery

Max Power (kW) 82 69 217 53
Max Torque (N*m) 146 131 479 180

Battery Capacity (kWh) - 0.864 13 30.4

Driving Range (km) >500 >500
Total Driving Range > 500

Electric Driving
Range = 70

200

Purchasing Price (10,000) 8.68 13.98 20.98 20.89
Allowance from Central

Government (10,000) 0 3.15 3.15 4.5

Allowance from Beijing
Government (ten thousand) 0 0 0 4.5

Purchase Tax (RMB) 3709 0 0 0
Repacking Expenses of the
New Car (such as GPS and

Taximeter) (RMB)
2000 2000 2000 2000

For the electric taxis with charging mode, the taxi company purchases the electric taxis and the
charging station provides charging services for those electric taxis. For the electric taxis with the ability
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to switch power mode, the taxi company purchases the raw electric taxis and the switching power
station buys batteries and provides switching power services for those electric taxis. The taxis of ICEV,
HEV, and PHEV adopt the traditional operation pattern of the contract system with single shift. All
types of taxis serve for 12 h per day, 365 days per year.

In January of 2016, the average price of No. 93 high-grade gasoline in Beijing was 5.56 RMB/L,
the charging fee was 0.814 RMB/kWh, and the switching power fee was 0.5 RMB/km (according to
the switching power standard in Hangzhou). In addition, the maintenance fee of electric taxis was 6.16
RMB/100 km while the maintenance fee of taxis of ICEV, HEV, and PHEV was 14 RMB/100 km [30].

Based on the survey of gasoline-powered taxis and electric taxis, the administrative cost of the
taxi company has been estimated (see Table 4). The taxi company needs one senior manager with an
annual salary of 150,000 RMB, two middle managers each with an annual salary of 100,000 RMB, and
10 general staff each with an annual salary of 60,000. In addition, the company’s daily expenditures
account for 25% of the staffs’ salary [30].

Table 4. The daily management costs of the taxi company.

Vehicle Type
ICEV HEV PHEV BEV (with Switching

Power Mode)
BEV (with Charging

Mode)

Hyundai
Elantra

Changan
Jiexun BYD Qin BAIC EV200 BAIC EV200

The Driver’s Salary + Five Social
Insurance and one Housing Fund

(RMB/month*the number of
the vehicle)

1784 1784 1784 2650 2650

Vehicle Insurance (RMB/month*the
number of the vehicle) 800 800 800 1000 1000

The Service Fee of GPS
(RMB/month*the number of

the vehicle)
50 50 50 50 50

Vehicle Monitoring Software
(RMB/month*the number of

the vehicle)
40 40 40 40 40

Tax on Vehicles and Vessels Use
(RMB/month*the number of

the vehicle)
420 0 0 0 0

The Staffs’ Salary (RMB/month) 79,166 79,166 79,166 79,166 79,166
The Taxi Company’s Daily
Expenditure (RMB/month) 19,791 19,791 19,791 19,791 19,791

Charging or battery swap station cost ZCS

This paper is based on the example of establishing a standard charging or battery swap station to
calculate the charging or battery swap station cost [31]. As shown in Table 5, the standard charging
or battery swap station serves 100 vehicles at peak. Assuming that the annual maintenance cost of
charging or battery swap stations to be 5% of the construction cost [32], the depreciation period to be
10 years, for 365 days per year, and operates 12 h a day, the Beijing municipal government subsidizes
30% of the total investment.

Table 5. Charging or battery swap station cost structure.

Charging Station Battery Swap Station

Charging or battery swap station construction fixed cost
(10k RMB) 565.607 455.287

Charging or battery swap spot construction fixed cost
(10k RMB) 1750 835.8

Equivalent charging or battery swap station construction fixed cost
(10k RMB/Year) 28.2803 22.7643

Equivalent charging or battery swap spot construction fixed cost
(10k RMB/Year) 87.5 41.79
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Carbon emission cost ZE

From February 2015 to February 2016, the average price of carbon emission trading rights is 45
RMB per ton in Beijing city [33]. Consequently, carbon emission cost of different taxi system is listed
in Table 6.

Table 6. Composition of carbon emission cost.

Types of Cars ICEV HEV PHEV BEV

Hyundai Elantra
(Model 1.6)

Changan
Jiexun 09

BYD Qin 15
(New Flagship)

BAIC
EV200 15

Energy consumption (L or kWh/km) 0.069 0.068 0.016 0.15
WTP CO2 emission rate 1.15 kg/L gasoline, 0.65 kg/kWh electric energy
PTW CO2 emission rate 2.49 kg/L gasoline, 0 electric energy

WTW CO2 emission
quantity (kg/km) 0.25116 0.24752 0.25116α+

0.0975(1− α)
0.0975

Then the cost can be estimated based on the above data, as shown in Table 7:

Table 7. The estimated cost based on the above data.

ICEV HEV PHEV BEV (with Switching
Power Mode)

BEV (with
Charging Mode)

$Q f (RMB/km) 0.38364 0.37808 0.1221α+ 0.38364(1− α) 0.5 0.1221
$Qm (RMB/km) 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.0616 0.0616
$M0 (RMB/h) 7.5800 7.4828 7.4828 10.4439 10.4439
$M1 (RMB/h) 3.5201 4.1971 6.8607 3.4589 5.7420
$Y0j (RMB/h) 0 0 129.1340 103.9468 129.1340
$Y1j (RMB/h) 0 0 64.5670 51.9734 64.5670
$C0j (RMB/h) 0 0 399.5434 412.3288 399.5434
$C1j (RMB/h) 0 0 199.7717 95.4110 199.7717

ωF or ωE (h2/(km ∗
the number of the vehicle))

2.42639E-08 2.39122E-08 2.42639E− 08α+
9.41921E− 09(1− α)

9.41921E-09 9.41921E-09

Other input parameter values are presented in Table 8:

Table 8. Other input parameter values.

v(average carrying speed) 28.5 km/h
vI(average cruising speed) 10 km/h

b1(boarding time) 0.0042 h
b2(alighting time) 0.017 h

γ(probability of beckoning) 0.75
b3(fast recharging time) 0.5 h

b3(electric exchanging time) 0.05 h
SOCalarm(minimum power alarm) 0.3

SOCmin(average arrival minimum power) 0.24
Ttmax(drivers’ largest searching tolerance time) 12 min

ε(road nonlinear coefficient) 1.2
P1(probability for one time charging) 0.7

P2 (probability for twice charging) 0.3
CT(maximum charging times per car/day) 2

L(maximum air line distance through the geometric center of a city) 11.5 km

5.2. Model Output

As shown in Figure 5, the electric charging taxi amounts to 5557 in total. In addition, the
number of electric exchanging taxis (5316) is smaller due to less time for recharging. There are
five electric charging/exchanging stations in Tongzhou District distributed as shown in Figure 6
(as red crosses representing the electric charging demand points and blue dots standing for electric
charging/exchanging stations). Table 9 below shows the number of electric charging/exchanging spots.
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Table 9. Longitude and latitude for charging or battery swap stations and quantity of electric
charging spots.

The serial Number of
Electric Charging Stations Longitude Latitude Electric Charging Demand

Points Within the Jurisdiction
The Number of Electric

Charging Spots

C1 116.6631 39.8854 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 76
C2 116.6613 39.9090 5, 6, 9, 12 69
C3 116.6904 39.8781 14, 16, 17, 20 63
C4 116.6852 39.9063 15, 18, 19 48
C5 116.6271 39.9173 1, 2, 3, 4 67

Serial Number of Battery
Swap Station longitude latitude Electric Charging Demand

Points Within the Jurisdiction
Quantity of Battery Swap

Station

C1 116.6631 39.8854 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 7
C2 116.6613 39.9090 5, 6, 9, 12 7
C3 116.6904 39.8781 14, 16, 17, 20 6
C4 116.6852 39.9063 15, 18, 19 5
C5 116.6271 39.9173 1, 2, 3, 4 7

The cost of taxi corporations accounts for the largest proportion of the gross cost of the taxi system
for the high manpower and small distinctions of passengers’ time costs among different types of
vehicles, as shown in Figure 7. Because of the high fixed construction costs of electric charging spots,
which means a high charging equipment cost, the gross cost of the system accounts for the largest part.
In the view of the cost of carbon emission, the electric taxi costs the least with an apparent advantage
of emission reduction, and the costs of the carbon emissions of ICEV and HEV are slightly distinct.
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5.3. Parameter Sensitivity Analysis

(1) Driving range of BEV

The service time of BEV is to a large extent affected by the driving range. Figure 8 shows the
relationship of the vehicle scale and the gross cost of the electric taxi system, which indicates when the
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gross cost of the electric taxi system reaches the lowest point, and the battery capacity of BEV taxis is
42.5 kWh and the driving range is 250 km.
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(2) Driving range of PHEV

As shown in Figure 9, the gross costs of PHEV taxi systems of different driving ranges vary slightly.
While with the increase of PHEV driving range, the acquisition price of PHEV is on the rise apparently.
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Considering the historical statistics, the acquisition price of Rongwei E550 is between 2,498,000 to
2,598,000, and BYD Qin between 2,098,000 to 2,198,000. By comparison, the former takes the lead in base
plate and battery techniques while it is far from the latter in terms of sales volume. Taking eligibility
for subsidies for PHEV, the driving range of which should be equal to or under 50 km, together with
consumers’ acceptability for the price of new energy automobile into consideration, we recommend
that the acquisition price for PHEV taxi be no more than 2,400,000 and the driving range no more than
100 km.

(3) The Daily Operating Time of BEV

The longer the daily operating time of BEV is, the less will be the total cost of the system, as shown
in Figure 10. Taking the impact of the battery charging time and replacement cost, it is recommended
that the daily operating time of BEV should be no more than 16 h per day, with its operating distance
no more than 380 km.
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(4) Carbon Tax

Since China does not impose a carbon tax, the price of a carbon tax in this paper is calculated
according to the current trading price of carbon emission permits. Because there is zero pollutant in
the driving phase of BEV, in order to reflect the efficiency of BEV in reducing carbon emissions, the
cost of carbon emissions is calculated according to the standards of different countries. The results are
shown in Figure 11 (excluding the carbon emissions in the WTP phase).
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According to the standards of European countries, the paid carbon tax of ICEV, HEV, and PHEV
has been close to 2000 RMB, or even 9859 RMB, accounting for 2.7–13.8% of the annual turnover of
fuel taxi companies. Such a cost is unacceptable to the fuel taxi companies. As illustrated in this article,
the proposed price of the carbon tax in the initial period is 20 RMB/ton and the corresponding carbon
tax paid by the fuel taxi companies per year is about 400 RMB, which is close to the cost of the vehicle
and vessel usage tax. Therefore, such a price is acceptable for the fuel taxi companies [34].

6. Conclusions

This paper initially analyzes the operating conditions and the business model of BEV, both
at home and abroad, and obtains the key factors that affect the operation of BEV. Then the cost
composition and optimized targets of BEV system are introduced. Moreover, this paper has
established a cost optimization model of the BEV system based on the costs of BEV companies, battery
charging/switching stations, passenger time, and carbon emission taxes. In addition, a BEV demand
model and a layout optimization model of charging infrastructure have been built respectively on the
basis of passenger travel demand and BEV charging demand. Finally, with the aim of minimizing
the total cost of the BEV system, an optimized design model of the BEV system has been established
based on the three models mentioned above. This model is mainly used for optimizing four aspects
of BEV system: the fleet size, the vehicle configuration, the number, and the location of charging
infrastructure. To verify this model, a specific case study has been provided and several conclusions
are drawn as following:

1. The cost of taxi companies accounts for the largest proportion of the total cost of the BEV
system, mainly due to high labor costs. Different vehicle types have little effect on the cost of a
passenger’s time.

2. The key to reducing the cost of charging stations lies in reducing the cost of building fixed
charging stations, which is also called the cost of charging equipment.
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3. The total cost of the battery switching BEV system is lower than the battery changing BEV system
and the effective operating time of the battery switching model is also longer than the battery
charging model. Moreover, the total cost of the PHEV taxi system is less than the battery charging
BEV system, and its costs from carbon emissions are also less than ICEV and HEV, thus the PHEV
taxi system, to a certain extent, is worthwhile to be promoted.

4. According to passenger travel demands and the transportation situation in Tongzhou District,
the best driving distance of BEV is 250 km. As for PHEV taxi, the driving distance should be no
more than 100 km and the purchasing price should be no more than 240,000 RMB.

5. Taking the battery charging time and replacement cost into consideration, the daily operating time
of BEV should be no more than 16 h per day, with its operating distance no more than 380 km.

6. To reflect the efficiency of BEV in carbon emission reduction, it’s recommended to impose a
carbon tax on fuel taxis and the price of the carbon tax in the initial period should be no more
than 20 RMB per ton.
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